DTU students’ posters for the project assignment on
‘Promotion of e-mobility in the public urban
transport of Kathmandu, Nepal
DTU course 42583 (Engineering work 2) is a mandatory course of the Bachelor line on Strategic
Analysis and System Design. It is given during the 4th semester of this study line and aims at
introducing models and theories within system design and engineering. As of next year the course will
be renamed into ‘42583 Systems Design.’
The course addresses a complex technological project in the societal context and focuses on transport
systems and technologies. Its learning objectives include:
•

understand the broad principles of systems thinking and systems engineering, as well as key
parts of the process

•

understand the role of systems engineering in modern economies

•

develop and prepare a problem definition in terms of general requirements and relevant
stakeholders

•

explain and apply selected methods of Systems Design in the context of systems engineering
problems

•

explain and apply selected methods of Project Management in the context of systems
engineering problems

•

explain functions and properties of a system as relating to system requirements/needs

•

perform a system design for a chosen problem and apply the basic principles

•

explain the complexity and dynamics of a technological system in a wider context

•

structure and disseminate information, theories and results about technological systems both
in writing and orally

In addition to theoretical lectures, the course involves a course project on which the students work
during the semester in groups of 3 to 4. Inspired by DTU’s involvement in the SOLUTIONSplus project,
the course instructors, Michael Bruhn Barfod (Associate Professor) and George Panagakos (Senior
Researcher), selected the promotion of electric mobility in Kathmandu, Nepal as the topic
for the course project in spring 2021.
To obtain the necessary basic e-mobility knowledge, the students were advised to take the WP 2developed SOLUTIONSplus Course ‘Electric mobility: More than just electrifying cars’, the main
material of which was also presented during the 42583 classes. Oliver Lah, the Project
Manager of SOLUTIONSplus offered more information on the project, while the Research Fellow of
Wuppertal Institute Shritu Shrestha contributed with Kathmandu-specific information. Teaching
assistance was offered by the DTU MSc student Caroline Dyrby Andersen.
The title of the project assignment was ‘Promotion of e-mobility in the public urban transport of
Kathmandu, Nepal’ and no restrictions on the proposed solutions were imposed. Indicatively it was
mentioned that solutions could involve vehicle design (e.g. remodeling of the existing electrical 3wheelers – ‘safa tempos’), operational features (e.g. recharging methods, innovative business models,
etc.) or transport integration services (e.g. Mobility-as-a-Service schemes, sharing arrangements,
software applications, etc.). During project work and following suggestions by several groups, the
project scope was expanded to include solutions involving private transport modes in an effort to
enhance impact.
The students were asked to hand-in:

•

a mid-term oral presentation of progress made, where comments were provided by Oliver
Lah, Shritu Shrestha and the instruction team,

•

a poster presentation during the final class of the course, and

• a group report
To enhance motivation, a poster competition was announced at the beginning of the course. Unless
otherwise stated by the relevant students, all posters produced during the course would enter the
42583 Best Poster Competition. The winning team would be offered the opportunity to develop the
proposed solution into a BSc thesis during spring 2022. If accepted, the students would be invited to a
data collection trip to Kathmandu in the framework of their BSc thesis project (provided that the
COVID-19 crisis would allow such activity). Traveling costs would be covered by SOLUTIONSplus.
The selection was to be made right after the poster presentations of 5 May 2021 by a committee
consisting of Oliver Lah, Shritu Shrestha, Michael Bruhn Barfod and George Panagakos on the basis of
the following criteria (of equal weights):
•

Alignment with stakeholder needs

•

xExpected impact

•

Innovativeness of solution

• Quality of presentation
Among some very good posters, the one of Group 3 was voted as the winner. The students Helene
Hjort, Kathrine Sofie Rasmussen, Sascha Thorsgaard Jacobsen and Zofia Lisowska-Petersen, who
proposed an innovative business plan over fully electrified public mini-buses, have already accepted
the offer to develop their idea into a BSc thesis project in spring 2022.
All 11 posters developed during the course are uploaded here. For more information, please
contact Michael Bruhn Barfod (mbba@dtu.dk) and/or George Panagakos (geopan@dtu.dk).

